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 It also removes digital imperfections like spots and dust. Because Neat Image is not an adjustment tool, you don't need to be a
Photoshop expert to use it. Neat Image runs on all Windows operating systems. You can download the free trial version of the
program here. Not only does it perform extremely well in the noise reduction test, but it also performs very well when it comes

to removing artifacts from photographs. Let's take a look at a sample image that has been slightly enhanced with the original
image below. In the left picture you can see a blotch-like artifact in the sky and in the center a few spots that have been added to

the image. Let's take a look at the same image after applying Neat Image. You can see that the blotch-like artifact is gone and
that the spots have also been eliminated. This example demonstrates the effectiveness of Neat Image when it comes to removing

artifacts from photographs. Neat Image is available as freeware for Windows operating systems. Once you download the trial
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version you have 30 days to decide whether you want to purchase the full version. You can do so by downloading the program
here. 2) SHARPEN EASTMAN RAW TOOL When it comes to removing artifacts from images, we really don't want to use a

sharpening tool. Using the Sharpening tool, an adjustment tool, on a RAW file will corrupt it. The SHARPEN EASTMAN
RAW TOOL is one of the sharpening tools that will not harm your RAW file. The basic idea behind the Sharpening tool is to
sharpen, or enhance, the edges of the image. This is done by applying a difference filter in which an amount of sharpening is
added to areas of the image with high contrast. Because most photos have areas with high contrast, the Sharpening tool will

always do a good job. The idea behind the Sharpening tool is to sharpen, or enhance, the edges of the image. The Sharpening
tool is available as a free download. You can do so by clicking here. 3) RESIZER IN HD When it comes to removing artifacts
from photographs, one of the most popular tools is the RESIZER IN HD. Like Neat Image, this tool does a great job when it
comes to removing artifacts. In addition to removing artifacts, it also offers the option of rotating, cropping and rotating. The
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